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Louis Helbig 
Doug Johnston 

The club is looking forward to Louis Helbig’s presentation on April 5th.  Louis has made a name for 

himself in his fine art aerial photography, especially a series of images of the Alberta oil sands, 

He has exhibited extensively across the country and has appeared on several TV interviews promoting 
his concepts of photography and his work.  

After completing his M.Sc. from the London School of Economics, and some time with the government, 

he realized this type of work was not for him.  In searching for his next career moves he built on his 

skills as a photographer and as a pilot. He started off flying over the countryside around Ottawa taking 

pictures of people's property and farms and then began selling the resulting photos door to door. This 
led to his recognizing the power of his aerial photography as an art form.  

About 5 years ago, he ventured west and began photographing the Alberta tar sands, because he felt 

they had been largely ignored by the Canadian population even though they had been under 

development since the 1960’s.  His aerial photographs bring the tar sands to the viewer and he tries to 

be as objective as possible. If his picture, however beautiful, is of a pile of sulfur, he will call it a pile of 

sulfur and refrains from applying judgmental tags.   It is the viewer’s reaction to the picture, whatever 

that may be, that matters.  He recently added to his portfolio when he headed west at the beginning of 

this year to photograph the tar sands in winter. 

Another area that fascinates Louis is the patterns that people create as they go about their daily 

routine. 

You may want to check out his interesting web site at http://www.louishelbig.com/ 

 

The Best Of Our Best 
Each year the Club awards trophies to members who have distinguished themselves by being the best 

in either their class or in one of the 5 competition categories.  In this feature we profile Suzanne 

Williams who won three trophies in the 2010-2011 season. 

Suzanne Williams 
Trophies: 1. Digital Creative (Joint) 2. Prints: Theme (Joint) 3. Prints: Level One  

 

1. Your work is very creative. Where do you get your ideas and inspiration?  

This is a tough question to answer, because I get my inspiration from so many things. In the Sixties, I 

was a hippie/artist living in Yorkville. Perhaps that’s where the wild colours come from! Later I became 

an expert in Japanese embroidery, where I learned to pay attention to detail. Although my tapestries 

have sold for well over a thousand dollars, large ones take 6-8 months to complete and a level of vision 

and hand agility, I no longer have. So now I work in creative photography finding inspiration in many 

places.  

One of the principal resources is Chapters/Starbucks where I regularly buy a Chai Latte and browse art 

magazines. Among my favourites is American Art Collector, where I found the still life painting, 

Vessels. That inspired me to create a similar image for the themed competition “Things that go 

together”, including items that we use today.  

I have an innate curiosity coupled with a very vivid imagination. When I see a Toronto streetcar, it 

takes on another dimension or energy as I imagine people in the past who have either ridden in it or 

dodged it while navigating the tracks; or perhaps, I imagine a young woman darting along that same 

http://www.louishelbig.com/
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street in the Forties. Something just happens and I see "then and now," giving me an idea to combine 

an image of a modern streetcar with those from the railway museum, then I add textures that help me 

put it all together.  

I can also be in a park and just notice an essence around a flower, or a tree, or a bunch of leaves. I let 

it take my attention. I think of nothing else but that object and I take the shot. At home, as I begin 

working it up in Photoshop, I explore the possibility and let the image tell me what it wants or needs.  

When I see faces on the street, I try to look behind the eyes and imagine why they are there, why they 

might be asking for money or looking sad or worried. How would it "feel" to be in their shoes? I take 

my mind out of my own ego and try to be that person. Then, when I take the shot, the image has 

more meaning to me.  

While capturing the initial image or spending hours massaging it, I love every moment spent in the 

creative process and often reflect on one of my favourite quotes: “When you look at things differently, 

the things you look at change". 

 

2. How important is the digital darkroom in controlling your final image? What software do 

you use for your post-processing:  

Post-processing is fifty per cent or more of my image making. Digital enhancements allow me to paint 

in a way that I never could as an artist.  

When I first joined the club, I used Picnik premium because of its ease of use. Picnik gave me the 

confidence to go ahead and play around in Photoshop on my own. I use it a lot, but sadly, it is closing 

as of April 19th. I believe Google has purchased it and you will find some of the same presets there. I 

will miss this lot. I created the image Gelato at the Distillery with Picnik.  

I usually start every image with a very mild version of Photomatix, the HDR program.  

Although I have Elements 8, which is a good program, I prefer the layout of my older version of 

Photoshop. I use a plug in filter bundle from Topaz Labs as well as Simplify. I also use Dynamic Auto 

Painter that was featured in one of the workshops we had last year. I like this program for special 

effects I cannot get in Topaz.  

Topaz continues to be my #1 post-processing programs. I prefer to use sliders like adaptive exposure, 

regions, selective colour, etc. than presets which I rarely use. I want the ultimate control the sliders 

enable so I can express my creative “style”.  

In addition to the software I use, I spend a lot of time collecting textures which I love to embed in my 

images. I use both purchased textures and those offered freely in Internet groups and on Flickr.  

 

3. What was your first camera? And what equipment do you use now?  

My first camera was a point and shoot Canon A520 purchased for my birthday in 2006. I really did not 

do much with it for about three months. I was looking for a photography course to take, so I went to 

the Living Arts Centre and took one of their courses. That inspired the photographer in me. The 

instructor said I was never a beginner and that I had a good "eye". So with that encouragement, I 

joined the MCC in 2007 and moved up to a more sophisticated point and shoot Panasonic Z18. Most of 

my early entries in the club competitions were shot with that camera. As well as the images for Nurses 

at Work documentary that I was a part of with the MCC. It was not until 2009 that I purchased my first 

Dslr - a Nikon D60 with 18-55, 55-200 f/4.5G IF ED kit lenses. I used that for a year and then 

purchased a Nikon D90.  

I currently have Nikkor lenses...50mm 1.4G - 18-105mm and a Tamron 18-270mm as well as the 

original 18-55, 55-200 kit lenses. To keep within my budget, I always purchase used equipment.  

I am now looking to go smaller and have my eye on the Olympus OM-D. A dramatic departure from the 

more modern-looking PEN cameras, this new line of mirror-less models, specifically the E-M5, in many 

ways duplicates the design elements of the 1970s-era OM System.  

I feel I have to include this information about computers as it is fifty percent of my photography and I 

consider it part of my equipment. I left the workforce in 1988 long before computers were a daily part 

of working life. Thus I was not very computer savvy when I started photography. In 2006 I took a 

correspondence course in computers. Learning my way around a PC has been a challenge. 
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When I first joined the club, I did not even know how to resize my images and submitted every image 

at whatever the default was in my email program. In fact, when I first got my laptop in 2008, it was 

with Vista operating system and I had to phone Dell to find out how to turn it off (no kidding!).  

Now I am not only comfortable with my computer, but each time I use Photoshop I learn something 

new every day. I also stay current by taking YouTube tutorials on everything from Photoshop to 

computing.  

 

4. Do you have a favourite location for outside work? Why and how often do you go there? 

Tell us about a memorable trip that you made.  

I do have a favourite location for outside work ... practically anywhere in Toronto. My favourite places 

to shoot are Queen Street West and Ward’s Island. After a long absence, I returned to the Toronto 

Islands a couple of years ago with a group and was so impressed I visit often now. I start at Ward's 

Island and make my way around to Centre Island. I love to stop in the winter at the Rectory Cafe for 

soup and a tea.  

I also love to take the Red Rocket into Toronto from the Long Branch loop, you never know who or 

what you will see, as you shoot from the streetcar window. I usually get off at Bay Street and start 

walking back. I like to stop at The Rex or one of the many coffee shops along the way. Sometimes, I 

will get off at Gladstone Avenue, go to the Gladstone hotel for a drink and then walk east along Queen 

Street from there. Seeing Toronto from a streetcar is a completely different experience.  

A recent memorable trip that I made was back to Ward’s Island on the 17th of November 2011. As you 

may or may not know, I had a very difficult heart surgery in late June. I was released from hospital in 

late July. During my hospital stay, all I could think about were my recent trips to the Islands and the 

images I did not take and I wanted so desperately to return. I knew it was a bit too soon to be taking 

on a trip, but I was motivated. The trip was the turning point in my healing. I finally shot those images 

that I missed the last time - such deep satisfaction.  

 

5. Since when have you been a member of the MCC? How has the club helped you develop 

your skills and techniques as well as passion for photography?  

I have been a member of the Club since 2007, after being on the waiting list for two years. It is the 

best thing I have done for myself and my photography. I admit it was difficult to meet people at first, 

but volunteering for committees and going out on the outings helped. I was lucky to meet some very 

wonderful people in the first few months. Erika Conn, who has since moved away, was friendly, 

informative and very funny. One of my first friends at the club was Carol Bonner who was always ready 

with a smile.  

The club has allowed me flourish with my photography and creative ideas. I have learned by asking 

questions, watching, and entering competitions. The judges’ comments on my images being busy, 

lacking a focus or needing a crop here or there have helped me immensely. I keep that information as 

an umbrella when I am producing my next image, asking myself how can I simplify or crop this image 

to make it better. I have been very lucky to have mentoring from Stephen Hill, Omar, Hilarie and Jim 

in those early days and still today. 

I also attend workshops when I can. I have taken the layers workshop from Doug three times ... I 

think I get it now! The most important aspect of the club competitions for me is the Artistic Creative 

category. This has allowed me to use my imagination and just let it soar. I do have a big imagination 

and it is so nice to have a place to use it in such a creative way.  

 

6. What advice would you offer to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures similar 

to yours?  

Duplicate your image and play, play, play with all your tools in Photoshop, all your filters, one by one, 

until you know what each is capable of achieving. Search for plug-ins and use every trial you can. See 

what speaks to you. Push your own boundaries. Get out of the car and walk the streets. Join up with 

different photo walk groups. Find and collect textures and use them. Follow other photographers, take 

courses. 
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Suzanne's Portfolio 
Dewy Cuttem and Howe 

Panasonic DMCZ18/F-Stop 2.8/Exposure:1/100s /ISO:100/Lens:5mm/Metering: Pattern/No flash. 

  

 

This image was taken during a flickr 

Photo walk on University Avenue. 

We called it the Dim Sum walk 

because we ate in the Pink Pearl dim 

sum restaurant for lunch. This was 

the last remaining Barbershop on 

University Avenue, which was no 

longer in business.  

 

I shot this through a very dirty 

window. The first thing I did was to 

use the burn tool on the window to 

release some of the detail behind. I 

used Topaz Adjust spicify, and 

simplify. Then I used a brush and 

hand painted the walls in Photoshop. 

It is one of my favorite photos, and 

one of my first Photoshop projects. 

 

This is the finished result. 

  
It won a Red ribbon in March of 2010 in the Digital - Artistic Contemporary category. 
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Gelato at the Distillery 

Nikon D 60 // F-Stop 5.6 // Exposure: 1/640 s // ISO: 400 // Lens 48mm // No Flash // Program P  

 

Fifty percent of my images are taken on a slight angle and I have to straighten everything don’t ask 

me why. I love shooting at the Distillery District, there is so much going on all the time. It is an area 

rich with a wide variety of people and places.  

This is the original image  

 
I straightened this image and put it through Topaz Adjust, spicify. I then adjusted the effect in 

Photoshop.  

 
 

Then I went to Picnik and used a filter called Circle Splash These effects were created by math 

geniuses not affiliated with Picnik. I used the circle splash preset and adjusted the radius where I 

wanted it.  

 

Next I used the multiply mode, and removed the effects that I did not want with the eraser tool. I 

returned to Photoshop and finished it off with dodge and burn where I thought it needed it.  

The big impact for this image was the Kodachrome metallic paper I had it printed it really made the 

colours “POP”. I have received many wonderful comments on this image and have sold two.  

 

The finished image is on the cover. It received a First Place in the Digital Artistic Contemporary 

category, in May 2011. 
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Tracks of Time 

 

I had the idea for the composite streetcar shot long before I could piece it together. Here is the initial 

stage of the main image. I wanted the tree and buildings. I took this in the rain on Queen Street West.  

 
I wanted the streetcar from this one. I put these two images through Photoshop, cropping away the 

parts I did not want, piecing them together to make the initial composition. Then I put them through 

filters and erased the parts I did not want to be impacted by the filters.  

 

 
 

Next, I added some older streetcars from the museum, and some other buildings and trees. I imported 

and straightened the tracks. Added trees and buildings here and there. I put the whole image through 

Topaz again to get a consistent look.  

 

Then the best part - I added the texture, which I obtained free from a flickr group. Often I have the 

texture in mind before I even start to envision the final image.  
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The Result was The Tracks of Time. This image received a First Place in the Prints-Artistic 

Contemporary Level 2. I had this image printed on aluminum and it made a big impact with the judges.  
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We are now on Facebook and Flickr 
Marty Pinker 

 

 
 

The Club's page is now up and running at http://www.facebook.com/MississaugaCameraClub?ref=ts 

 

There are two ways to access the page: 

1. From your Facebook home page, enter Mississauga Camera Club in the search box at the top of the 

page. Scroll through the findings, as it may not be the first page found. 

 

2. Use the Club's unique URL above. If you are not already logged in, the following box will appear. 

Select the appropriate button to proceed. 

 

 
 

Please press the "Like" button on your first visit. 

 

The purpose of our Facebook presence is to keep members connected, enable them to discover what's 

going on in the Club, and share external photographic events and opportunities like contests or 

outings. It's also a forum for seeking help or advice on equipment, processing software, feedback on an 

image you're working on, organise meet ups, look for buyers etc. 

 

The Facebook page does not replace the Club's website. Rather, it is an adjunct to it. Facebook is 

interactive, and up-to-the-minute. 

 

So, feel free to add stuff yourself by using the "Share" box at the top of the page. Consider posting 

your photographs from Club activities, either singly or as an album. If you wish to post low resolution 

images, make sure the "high quality" box is unchecked. 

 

Participation is the key to the success of our Facebook initiative, so jump in as soon as you wish! We 

hope you find this new service of value.  

 

The Facebook Committee consists of: Marty Pinker, Sorin Alb, Suzanne Williams, Richard Smek and 

Marcus Miller. Please contact Marty Pinker (pinker@sympatico.ca) if you have any questions regarding 

Facebook. 

We are also on flickr @ http://www.flickr.com/groups/mccflickr/  

 
 

  

http://www.facebook.com/MississaugaCameraClub?ref=ts
http://www.flickr.com/groups/mccflickr/
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COMPETITION RESULTS 

March  2012 

 

 
  

1ST CARDINAL BEAUTY Stephen Balke 25 1ST ICE COLD ART Omar Sheikh 26

2ND PINK_FLOWER_IN_ICE Paul Ewington 24 2ND AWAITING THE STORM David Simmonds 25

3RD PORTRAIT OF A LITTLE GIRL Bashar Darghawth 23 3RD MORNING LIGHT Kay Woollam 25

HM FOGGY NIGHT AT SEA Linda Lin 22 HM FOOTSTEPS Bruce Kennedy 24

HM TRAIN CROSSING BRIDGE David Simmonds 24

HM ANTARCTICA Karen Simmonds 24

1ST TRICOLORED HERON FISHING Stephen Balke 23 HM PENGUIN FAMILY Karen Simmonds 24

I'M COMING FOR A VISIT Alan Munro 20

1ST BLUE HERON WITH NESTING MATERIAL Carol Bohnert 28

1ST DREAM MAYFLOWER Marilyn Johnston 24 2ND COMMON LOONS Sandra Hawkins 27

3RD BROWN PELICAN IN FLIGHT Raymond Hsu 25

1ST I'VE WALKED MANY MILES Alan Munro 22 HM GREAT EGRET WITH FISH Carol Bohnert 24

2ND NO DRIVER YET - AZERBAIJAN Paul Lindo 21 HM AVOCET PAIR Sandra Hawkins 24

3RD COUNTRY BUS - AZERBAIJAN Paul Lindo 20 HM ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER Raymond Hsu 24

1ST HUMMINGBIRD AND CANNA LILY Stephen Balke 27 1ST AT MAMMOTH HOT SPRING Ron Manning 25

2ND CABBAGE_BUTTERFLY_AND_THISTLE Paul Ewington 23 2ND CASTELSANTANGELO Clement doRosario 24

HM DEUX SOLITUDES Warren Davis 22

1ST ROWBOATS Philippe Lapointe 25

2ND TRANSPORTATION BY AIR_BASKET AND FOOT Hilarie McNeil-Smith 25

1ST MOUNTAIN GORILLA IN VIRUNGA FOREST Ina Miglin 26 3RD END OF THE ROAD Sandra Hawkins 24

2ND AWASH Doug Johnston 25 HM FANTASY RIDE Raymond Hsu 24

3RD A GRACIOUS END Wendy Baillie 24 HM ON THE ROAD IN INDIA Robbie Robinson 24

HM EVENING LIGHT 2 Stan Kozel 24

HM SUNSET LAKE Ursula Tweddle 24 1ST BALANCING Philippe Lapointe 21

HM FROM WITHIN THE WORKSHOP Wendy Baillie 23

HM GAS VALVE STILL LIFE Tony Paine 23

1ST Ancient Yews at Hampton Court Marty Pinker 22

1ST LION ON THE TREE WATCHING ITS NEXT PREY Ina Miglin 24 2ND High Water Casualty John Moore 22

2ND BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON Rainer Rothfuss 21 3RD Corfu Palm Tree Myra P. Jones 22

3RD DANCING SHOE Paul McLeod 21 HM Roots Revealed Stephen Balke 20

HM LION Ursula Tweddle 21 HM Silent Sentinel Roy Williams 20

1ST REFLECTIONS ON GRAFFITI ALLEY Marty Pinker 24 1ST The Liston, Corfu Myra P. Jones 23

2ND BADLANDS CASCADE Tony Paine 23 2ND Not a Bird Stephen Balke 22

HM STAR BURST_RESIZE_RESIZE Rainer Rothfuss 22 3RD Nice Teeth, Eh Rainer Rothfuss 21

1ST CRUISESHIP Garry Weiler 27 1ST Hallowe'en at the White House Marty Pinker 20

2ND AIRPLANE Janet Brazier 25

3RD WALKING ON WATER Robert Mongrain 24

HM MULE TRAIN Janet Brazier 23 1ST Desert Casualty Bob Hawkins 23

HM LOTSA HORSEPOWER Linda Wiesner 23 2ND Petrified Tree Cascade Tony Paine 23

HM TIME TO SAY HELLO Suzanne Williams 23 3RD Trees David Simmonds 22

HM Blizzard Leonie Holmes 21

1ST PHOTOGRAPHERS AND SUNSET Tony Paine 24

2ND MOTHER AND HER BABY Ina Miglin 23 1ST Cleveland Dam on Capilano River Tony Paine 24

3RD SPIDER AND WEB Pradipta Datta 22 2ND American Kestrel David Simmonds 22

3RD Market Day in Tulear Sandra Hawkins 21

Pictorial

Artistic Contemporary

Nature

Artistic Contemporary

Digital Beginner

Pictorial

Nature

Digital Advanced

Pictorial

Theme: Modes of Transportation

Theme: Things that Go Together

Theme: Things that Go Together

Theme: Things that Go Together

Theme: Modes of Transportation
Digital Intermediate

Pictorial

Nature

Artistic Contemporary Pictorial

Theme:Trees

Prints Level One

Theme: Modes of Transportation Artistic Contemporary

Prints Level Two

Trees
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STANDINGS 

Season 2011 - 2012
 

 
 

Club Calendar 
 

 

Stephen Balke 206 Tony Paine 204 Sandra Hawkins 219 Paul McLeod 127

Paul Ewington 192 Ina Miglin 201 Carol Bohnert 216 Marty Pinker 127

Misbah Ali 182 Garry Weiler 199 Raymond Hsu 216 Myra P. Jones 125

Alan Munro 182 Ursula Tweddle 198 David Simmonds 206 Alan Gray 118

Rick DaSilva 177 David Penty 194 Bob Hawkins 204 Roy Williams 117

Marilyn Johnston 176 Uliana Yaworsky 193 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 202 Rick DaSilva 116

Myra P. Jones 173 Marty Pinker 192 Karen Simmonds 202 Rainer Rothfuss 81

Annette Seip 130 Janet Brazier 191 Clement doRosario 196 George Webster 80

Hilary Callin 112 Jon Clarke 190 Robbie Robinson 195 Stephen Balke 79

Karen Torres 112 Stan Kozel 188 Kay Woollam 194 Joe Teixeira 62

Linda Lin 100 Robert Mongrain 187 Omar Sheikh 193 Annette Seip 60

Garry Revesz 72 Linda Wiesner 186 Warren Davis 192 Russell Moore 50

Maureen Rodrigues 64 Pradipta Datta 184 Bruce Kennedy 192 Wendy Baillie 42

Holly Lumley 60 Suzanne Williams 184 Ron Manning 192 John Moore 42

Bashar Darghawth 59 Doug Johnston 183 Robert Bateman 191 Michael Bodimead 41

Paul Lindo 59 Audrey Cherevaty 182 Philippe Lapointe 191 Linda Wiesner 18

George Beagley 54 Paul McLeod 180 Al Tilson 191

Russell Moore 19 Bruce Peters 180 Leonie Holmes 190 Tony Paine 137

Stephen Hill 179 Fred Dixon 185 Sandra Hawkins 135

Alan Gray 178 Lisa Husar 64 Robbie Robinson 132

Bob Bowman 177 Jerry Soltys 63 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 131

Juri Vosu 176 Bob Warren 63 Leonie Holmes 128

Don Meaker 174 Al Tilson 126

Angela Murphy 174 Bob Hawkins 122

John Moore 173 David Simmonds 89

Jennifer Fowler 123 Omar Sheikh 86

Wendy Baillie 122 Suzanne Williams 86

Rainer Rothfuss 122 Bruce Kennedy 44

Joe Teixeira 122 Ron Manning 44

Michael Bodimead 110 Marcus Miller 39

Sorin Alb 60

Digital Beginner Digital Intermediate Digital Advanced Prints Level One

Prints Level Two

Date

Club Nites

Thursdays  @ 7.30 p.m.

Workshops 

Saturdays @ 9.00 a.m.

Mar-24 Digital Asset Management

Apr-05 Aerial Art - Louis Helbig

Apr-07 Lightroom 3/4

Apr-19 My Portraits - Lisa Horvath 

Apr-26 Night Photography (Workshop)

May-03 Fine Art Digital Printing - Phil Nelsen

May-05 Motion Photography

May-31 Annual Banquet and Award's Presentation
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THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB 

Meetings: 

Cawthra Seniors’ Community Centre,  

1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga 

E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca  

Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca  

http://www.facebook.com/MississaugaCamer

aClub?ref=ts 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 

President 

Marcus Miller 

Workshops 

Bob Warren 
Membership 

Linda Wiesner 

Past President 

Doug Johnston 

Outings 

Shannon Gilmour 

Communications 

Shannon Gilmour 

Vice President 
Vacant 

Competitions – Digital 
Omar Sheikh 

GTCCC Rep 
Warren Davis 

Secretary 
Bob Bowman 

Competitions – Print 
Wendy Baillie 

George Webster 

 

Treasurer 

Myra Jones 

Program 

Vacant 

Editorial 

Pradipta Datta 

 

 

KLIK SUBMISSIONS 
KLIK welcomes feedback, comments and suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting 

web sites; images with comments. All submissions are usually published in the first available issue. 

Please send your submissions to:  

KLIK@mississaugacameraclub.ca. 

 
 

Please visit our Affiliated organisations for news about events, competitions and special offers. 

  

The Photographic Society of America The Canadian Association for Photographic Art 

http://psa-photo.org/ http://capacanada.ca/ 
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